This PDF is a compilation of several documents and letters created along the way
Learn more about supercharging and testing. Our YT videos at www.1xx4.com

QVial: First on earth to instantly reset the body's biofield
The product of a lifetime, to last a lifetime, better, and stronger, naturally.
Having QVial at GV20 for 1/10th of a second makes every point test strong.
QVials are comparable to acupuncture, but energizing all meridians at once.
Among the greatest inventions in history, QVials have many uses and benefits.
For example, the exactitude required of acupuncture is unnecessary with QVial:
The area affected by the QVial is several times what is needed for acupuncture.
QVial use is easy: Portable supercharged paramagnetic/diamagnetic minerals.
Nothing identified has such high polarity, nothing comes close to the QVial.
Try it on animal pain points, or touch it to a plate of food and test the food.
Portable energy for what it comes in contact with, no need to believe!
One-Second Energy Test: Kids learn it in seconds, so, take a minute


The QVial resets the electrical system of any mammalian body.
Qvial contents are expected to last your lifetime, and far beyond.
 Is there ANY better gift of life, or of love, we can give a loved one?
 When your body's energy flow is right, nutrition is more bioavailable.
Even nutrition itself is secondary to the influence of your electric biofield.
Comparable to mudpacks, which exogenously chelate toxins: Safe, natural.
While QVial does NOT chelate anything, it does boost up the toxified area.
Every body cell connected to the point that QVial touches tests stronger.
 This temporary biofield reset effect can last up to an hour or more.
 Is your coherent energy flow more important than a diamond?
 Place on animal injury site for a minute, watch face/body.
 QVial at GV20 suspends thousands of food sensitivites.
 Every living cell it touches temporarily tests stronger
 That includes organs, glands, tissue, and function.
 Instantly testable, instantly proven, Lasts forever.
 Among the greatest devices in human history.
 Trains the body to erase food sensitivities.
 Can’t be irradiated, ruined, OR weakened
 Portable acupuncture, without needles.
 Gift of a lifetime… for a better lifetime







Supercharged Minerals – Everything They Touch Is Money-Back Guaranteed To Test Strong by BDORT or QRA Testing
There are NO health claims about what QVials can or will do, only a money-back guarantee that what a QVial touches tests strong.

YOU decide what the benefits are of having organs and glands test strong just from contact.
YOU determine how much food you need to eat when you and the food are supercharged

Even a fraction of a second at the top of your head (GV20 point: Lines up with your ears, too)
See that all 365 organ, gland, tissue points, and functions test strong.

Qvials, proven many thousands of times, no exceptions:
All organs, glands, functions, foods, everything tests strong with QRA test!

Everything that comes near electricity is instantly polluted,
covered by a blanket of frequencies that weaken energy, blocking energy from coming out
Practice the one-second test and instantly become a more powerful, knowledgeable person, forever! www.QRA.me.
Qvials cannot be irradiated or magnetically embedded. Geomagnetic stress is reversed. Use Qvials for life.
The indisputably toxic, weakening energy of many devices is not merely neutralized, instead, converted.
Strong, weakening energy is converted into provably, immediately useful energy that strengthens us.
Absolute guarantee: EVERYTHING testing weak will test strong (QRA or BDORT) after QVial contact.
Hold the Qvial at your GV20 (highest on head, lines up with ear tops) for a fraction of a second.
That’s it. Longer is better, but a single second makes all body points temporarily test strong.
Food, clothing, glasses, shoes, dishes: nothing is immune from emf pollution, or from supercharging.
You can treat this is as a fun thing for a week, or you can be very wise, and use it many times per day.
Without making any claim about your thoughts, memory, focus, or attention level, we suggest you use the QVial.
The inventor also placed it at GV24, between and above the eyes, to boost memory, analysis, & decision-making.
If a child (or adult) is having an episode, hold QVial at their GV20. Watch their faces & bodies for 30 to 60 seconds.
This is not a medical claim, it is the scientific belief that these minerals can be among the best tools of our lifetime.
There is no known force that can prevent the anti-emf energy from pouring out of the minerals. We’ve been trying for years.
If you enjoy our many videos (www.1xx4.com) or our 2,389 free websites packed with health and wealth shortcuts (& more),
you know that science, sharing, and feeding millions with free clickthrough buttons on our 14.4 million pages is our focus.
If, like most of us, you get to the moment of saying two words, the first being “Oh,” at the dropping of the glass vial, relax. A)
While the minerals work best through glass, the minerals are indesctructible. Scoop up what you can, place them in glass

B) Each QVial has many times what is needed to supercharge anything it touches. Put it in glass, use it for a lifetime.
C) Now that QVials also have the FoodBoosters frequencies (enzyme activation, protein enhancement, carb/sugar blocking,
we invite you to test a diabetic w/ 1-second QRA test. Hold bowl of sugar close to them, test again, they’ll always test weak.
Touch the QVial (or FoodBoosters) to bowl of sugar and to their GV20 for a moment. Test again and see if you’re not amazed.
Your questions and comments are solicited. Learning 3 new facts pr day about any subject RAPIDLY develops mastery
2) Proof is better than belief.
People will be stunned by your use of the one-second test!
It is logical to think that whatever nutrition we ingest is being delivered at a far higher rate when organs/glands test strong.
As well, all food can now pass the stress-test. The more nutrition delivered, the more effectively we tend to heal and thrive.
QVials do not treat, cure, or prevent disease: They simply make cells and points and meridians and every object test strong.
QVial is a temporary reset of the human bioelectrical system.

Touching it to any food or drink instantly converts all electrical pollution.
QVials are the gift of a lifetime... to last a lifetime. How many things offer that?
You can even divide them into a dozen or more smaller vials! MUST BE IN GLASS!

QVials Jumboze can be divided into several dozen smaller glass vials
2) If you break QVial, simply scoop up what you can and place it into another glass vial.
Each QVial has 20x what is need to make anything test strong by BDORT or QRA.
Get more bang for your buck!
May they serve you well, then your favorite great-grandchild.
3) Hold a bowl of sugar close to a diabetic, their O-ring goes WEAK. Touch QVial to sugarbowl. Test again.
Is that AMAZING, or is it not? Our conclusion: Supercharged food and people are more efficient
4) The supercharged minerals in these glass vials are irreversible, indestructible, and should last many thousands of years.

Anything/Everything that tests weak by BDORT or QRA testing is guaranteed to test strong after contact with QVials.
It’s a fantastic claim. Please, don’t believe it: TEST IT! Proof is better than belief. Proof is better than opinion.

5) Pillows, clothing, food, beverages, (even the container!), & so much more, all polluted by electricity, all
supercharged by QVials.
6) You can get excited about these for a few days, or, be wise, and use them for the rest of your life.

Benefits are CUMULATIVE!
If you supercharge EVERY food & drink, yes, including water,
we expect you to notice significant,multiple benefits.
As well, place QVial at your GV20 for 1 second,
then test any of your body’s 365 meridians/points.
Cool? Temporary, but powerful!
If your organs and glands test strong after doing this,
how much better do YOU imagine your healthydigestion can become?
RECOMMENDED: Keep a food log for 21 days. Long before the 21 days have elapsed, it would seem
reasonable to think that getting more energy from food means needing less food to keep high energy. If
you eat real food, the effect is multiplied, as in cutting food by 30 - 40%!
Some 80 to 90% of our diets tend to be NON-FOOD by any scientific definition. We may not be able to
change the world, so, we’re happy to remind people that keeping half your diet GREEN means getting
hundreds of times more solar energy into the body. That’s purely good.
Solar energy is the source of all energy for life on earth. With some 200,000 years of solar energy in these
minerals, combined with enormously concentrated solar radiation (Schumann waves) embedded into these
minerals for 55+ hours, thru 186 stations… YOU win.

There are an impressive – and growing – number of uses for supercharged minerals, made easier (and
cheaper) by dividing it in several or even many smaller glass containers. They drop, they break, no big deal
when you have multiple backups. We’re not telling you that placing QVial at GV20 will turn a screaming,
unruly child into a complacent, relaxed child in 30 to 60 seconds, we’re simply telling you what we have
found, and what we recommend you try.
We also find that holding QVial at GV20 creates a compelling difference in how we think. Effects are
cumulative, within the first 21 days, and then at entirely unprecedented levels for the precious few who are
smart enough to use QVial at GV20 many times per day for MANY weeks and months. Yes, benefits are
fast, within days. We’re simply stating what we find, in ourselves, and the hundreds of people who’ve
participated in over a dozen of our clinical studies.
QVials correct poorly-spinning frequencies in the brain, as best we can tell and prove. Plus, every brain
point tests strong w/ QVial use. That’s because EVERYTHING ON EARTH TESTING WEAK BY BDORT OR
QRA TESTING is unconditionally money-back guaranteed to test strong after contact with QVial. That’s the
first and last, the alpha and omega, the one and only claim of QVials.
MisterShortcut is now up to 9 game-changing inventions, and reciting thousands of digits of Pi 5 to 10x
faster than world champions (our video collection grows at YouTube. Enjoy. Learn more, to live more), with
world records shattered day after day for thousands of days.
Without making a claim, MisterShortcut personally expresses belief to you that, if it’s working for 19 kids
who were on drugs and are now doing better in school, if it’s working for MisterShortcut and five upperedge researchers, well, let’s find out if it works for you. Either way, every food, pillow, clothing, shoe,
eyeglasses, beverage – EVERYTHING that tests weak by BDORT or QRA testing will test strong. It simply
makes sense to use at pineal gland point (just slightly above the point between your eyes) as well as GV20.

Please do not underestimate these. We’ve sent you enough minerals so that you should not need to buy
again, at least not for yourself. Share the test! Learn at www.QRA.me or www.qra.bidigitally.com
QVials and FoodBoosters are, in effect, the gift of a lifetime to last a lifetime, the world’s first proven
solution to electrical pollution. Proof is better than belief.
Find the highest point on your head (GV20). Touch Qvials there for 1 second, 10 or 20x per day, forever.
Benefits are indeed cumulative
NOTE: For Torroids, remove white backing, apply to phone, fusebox, smart meter, etc.
Trim to fit, by up to one inch.
We wish you good & great energy. May these tools serve you (and, someday, your favorite greatgrandchild), for decades of good energy.
From game-changing videos sponsored by FoodBoosters.com, which you can watch at www.1xx4.com, to
www.QRA.me or Healthiest.ws, to www.Shortcuts.me and Shapetalk.com, enjoy our 2,389 free websites for Life!
With love from MisterShortcut & his “world’s smartest people” – Supercharge for life
FROM LETTER SENT TO PRACTITIONER WHO BOUGHT WHOLESALE BULK
Because it is against the law to make medical claims for humans, and, while we DO make distinct and unprecedented veterinary claims, what you
are soon to learn is going to astound you, because AFTER a purchase, we are allowed to tell you whatever truth we find
For example, one of a long list of uses for the QVials is for ease of MANY different types of pain. No, it doesn't take 10 or 20 minutes, as for a pill
to toxically take effect. Generally speaking, when we touch the QVial to a pain point, if the pain is not going or gone in 30 to 60 seconds,
consideration of medical attention may be indicated, we presume it's rather serious.
On the "downside," it usually works only for as long as you are holding the QVial to the pain point. SOMETIMES, the relief can last longer, most
often with bone pain from banging something accidentally, but chronic pain tends to be relieved only temporarily. Also yields no observable
effect on stomach aches caused by moderate food poisoning. Other than that, we have many dozens of reports, as well as our own experience,
that QVials can be wonderful for this use. Not a medical claim, just a suggestion.
The more uses for and of the QVial that you engage, the lower the cost per use.

Use it 100x or one million times, because there is no known way to drain all of the energy and frequencies from QVials...
and we've been trying for dozens of months. The energy flowing from QVials is clearly unlimited, and never-ending.
We have veterinary specialists at two major racetracks who use several of our devices. As one of them reminded us, "Horse's do not know from
placebos or sales pitches." When you see a dog or cat or horse or other animals RAPIDLY changing face from one twisted in pain to one of relief,
the feeling is about as gigantic as a feeling can get. Of course it works on all mammals quite the same, so we encourage you to experiment. One
thing is certain so far: The more you use it, the more benefit accumulates in the brain and body, benefits continue to prove cumulative.
A) You have some idea of your neighbor's prosperity levels, yes? Which ones may have money, which are struggling, but, more than money,
whether they have real prosperity, as in coming home to a happy family, etc. Please prepare yourself, because if you are not staggered by what
you read in the next 10 paragraphs, it means you already know it... or else you're quite hopeless, lol. The fastest way we know to boost
intelligence is to suspend ALL opinions unil a test is done. (The total IQ of our invention team is not average, by any measure)
Our staff alone has performed the following on each of a hundred or more field trips to prove it.
You will never find an exception regarding results of the following examples when you do the simple one-second bidigital test.
Sadly, it is funniest when you point to the home of a family that is always arguing, or troubled. It is most delightful when you test the home of a
family that enjoys a great deal of peace in their home, REGARDLESS OF INCOME. If you are willing to learn, you will fall in love with this test.
DIRECTIONS OF LEFT HAND AND RIGHT HAND ARE FOR EXPLAINING ONLY, it works both ways, both hands:
1) Hold your left thumb and one finger in a circle. Hold it as tightly as you can while someone else gently pries it open, not pulling, (which is
kinesiology, or muscle-testing, the least proven of the 5 major energy tests), just prying it open to see how weak or strong you are. IT IS
IMPORTANT FOR BOTH OF YOU TO BE AWARE OF HOW MUCH EFFORT IS USED to get your fingers to part 1/4-inch or 1/2-inch or so (to be
doubly sure when you do the "after" part. If pinky is too weak to hold tight with gentle prying, go to the next finger, etc.
2) Point to your refrigerator, and have them do the test again. Unless your house is that one-in-a-million sitting on what is known as a double-lei
line, there is no chance you will able to keep your fingers together when they pry with the same amount of strength they used before. That's
because the electrical pollution pouring out of your refrigerator is weakening your pineal gland, and more, making you too weak to hold your
fingers tight. Because the fridge is the primary polluter in most homes, big-time pollution, the laser is only temporarily effective.
We're also sending you a couple of Torroids, with our happy compliments,
so that you can put TWO TORROIDS onto the center of your fusebox.
Now, your refrigerator and fusebox, but as well, EVERY ELECTRICAL DEVICE running through that fusebox is guaranteed to test stronger.
(Before putting on the tape, go ahead and test your computer, TV, whatever, by simply pointing your left index finger at it, while someone gently
pries open your right-hand O-ring. Each of them will make you weak. After the TORROID is applied to fusebox, all of those polluting frequencies
are not merely cancelled, they are literally reversed in polarity to right-spin polarity, making everything near them test stronger).

--- Point to anyone's house or office or other building. In every case, where there is good energy under that building, prosperity is not guaranteed,
but it is certainly attracted to that building. Your O-ring will always test strong when pointing to the home of prosperous, happy people. Likewise,
miserable people or consistently poor people? Their home will A L W A Y S test weak when you simply point your left index finger at it and have
someone check your right-hand O-ring (before and after).

Now, we promised to astonish and stagger you, so, here it comes.
Let's see just how far YOUR mind can expand, because this is life-changing and mind-expanding.
The energy test works on photographs, and even on digital representations of photographs. Buildings, people, animals, EVERYTHING is testable
with delicious accuracy. 100 sets of people can do the following, and you will get the same results every time. We know, because some 800 QRA
practitioners in the US alone have done this countless times.
Google Maps. Call up street view (just overhead) of the homes of the world's 13 richest and most prosperous men, from Gates and Buffet, to
Carlos Slim and Richard Branson. There has NEVER been a reported exception to what you are learning, and hopefully memorizing, because it's
rich, unprecedented to most of us, and useful.
When you call up Bill Gates' house, you will notice a weak spot towards the lower left corner of the photo, the rest of his property tests very
strong. As for the other 12 men, every bit of every man's property tests very strong, and it is easy for you to hold your o-ring tight while your
associate gently tries to pry it open.
Now comes the gobsmacker, because both of you can do this with eyes closed, or away from the screen, so that you do not even know if you are
pointing to a house and making "preconceived conclusions," hahahaha, until after you do the test.
NOW CALL UP ON GOOGLE MAPS, STREETVIEW, JUST ABOVE THE BUILDING, ANY SLUMMY BUILDING ON EARTH.
From Bombay, India, to the Bronx, NY, call up any tenement or slummy building, and test: there is simply no way you are going to be able to hold
your fingers together with that same gentle pressure applied to pry your O-ring open.
Is this fantastic? Hopefully, you have taken a break from this email to actually do the test with someone. Use it in your neighborhood. A common
example we use is Starbucks. If you point to a shiny new Starbucks (yes, even from 50 or 100 or more feet away), and it tests weak, you can be
inalterably certain that this particular Starbucks location will not be there 1 year from now,
because Starbucks never keeps a losing store open more than 12 months.

Point, however, to the ratty-looking dry cleaner on your corner, and, if it tests stronger, you will probably find plenty under that man's mattress in
long-term savings, and, more than that, he's probably been there for many years, hm? Buildings that test weak have very high turnover rates: No
prosperity, the tenants cannot pay the rent. Commercial establishments that test strong have a tendency to stay open in that location until they are
successful enough to sell out out a profit.
Because we now have a growing range of tools to literally alter the energy drawn into a building - OR A HUMAN OR ANIMAL OR FOOD OR
EYEGLASSES, BED LINENS, and a thousand other items in our lives, this test becomes hyper-critical. Here, we never, ever, ever eat or drink
anything that tests weak. To do so is self-injurious, and hardly intelligent. Just touch the QVial or FoodBoosters to any plate or cup or container
of food for a quick count of "1-2-3-4-5" and then test the food again. How amazing is that? 100x of 100x, the food is guaranteed to test stronger.
Even a styrofoam coffee cup, which you will see tests VERY weak, immediately gets stronger just from touching the glass vial of supercharged
rare earth minerals to the container of coffee.
There is more, more, more. We do not wish to overload you, yet we DO wish to help you discover the growing number of applications for the tools
you are receiving, including those that are unannounced thank-you gifts for those who place confidence in our ability to deliver.
Our followup service has nothing to do with selling, because, as you shall see, other than gifts, you never again need to buy more supercharged
minerals! Yes, the supercharged laser does many more things, but the supercharged rare earth minerals (paramagnetic and diamagnetic) in
QVials cannot be cancelled or exhausted. They are expected to outlive us all by quite a margin.
With an estimated 200,000 years of solar energy absorbed by those minerals before we even begin to supercharge them, they are soberly
expected to last many millennia, so, we consider the QVials superior to even the supercharged laser simply because they last forever. Break the
bottle? Scoop up as much as you can and place it into another GLASS CONTAINER ONLY. While expensive precious metals such as gold,
platinum, and palladium work as containers, glass is by far the best way to release the highest levels of energy, and all 186 embedded
frequencies... into whatever the QVial touches. Don't worry about 'losing' some of them when they break.
You can easily divide your QVial into dozens of tiny glass vials (we're a strict non-profit, no need to keep this info from you :-) ). Concentrated
solar energy and embedded frequencies are not about VOLUME, they are about delivering Schumann waves and energetically-beneficial
frequencies, so amount has little influence, the tiny vials deliver the same benefits as the QVial itself. The larger vial simply makes it easier to
touch it to GV20 precisely... and tends to get dropped or lost far less often than the tiny ones.
The followup service of sharing such precious information is because, while Dr. Cohen has patients from more than 30 nations who do Bodyscan
and QRA tests using recent photographs, it is YOUR experimentation and use that may very well reveal even more uses for supercharged rare
earth minerals.

Yes, with QRA you can test every organ, gland, and most functions of the human body locally, or from 5,000 miles away, using recent
photographs, with unerring accuracy every time. That's how BDORT was successfully patented: Medical patents require far more stringent proof
than toy patents do. No one can dispute the accuracy of the one-second test, it works every time it's done correctly.
You are the first person in your area to acquire a QVial. This makes you an enormously powerful man, as you are soon going to see. There are no
tools in the world that are capable of delivering such extraordinary amounts of highly-concentrated solar energy. (Solar energy is the source of all
natural energy on earth. If you eat meat from an animal that ate greens, which are packed with stored solar energy, you get nutrified.
If you eat meat that ate grain, you are significantly, in our finding, more likely to develop cancer, because you certainly cannot get any nutrition
from an animal that did not eat greens) on top of all the other reasons there are for not eating red meat.
As well, we are the first to embed 186 frequencies known and proven to deliver benefit to function if not also structure of all 365 known body and
brain meridians and meridian points. Liver, gallbladder, stomach, pineal gland, and so much more. No need to believe it. Simply test each organ
point before and after touching the QVial to your GV20 point, and see how fantastically precious these supercharged minerals are for us.
Once you get familiar with the one-second bidigital test, which is infinitely more accurate than simple muscle-testing (kinesiology), you will be
able to tell if your liver is functioning properly, or dysfunctional. Kidneys, pituitary, brain, and so much more, all using the same acupuncture
points that were identified thousands of years ago. We are emailing you an acupuncture chart, which shows all the organs and glands
Have someone test your O-ring on, for example, your right hand. Thumb and finger in an "O" held tightly. Put your 1st two fingertips (NOT PADS,
FINGERTIPS!!) between, and slightly above your eyes. Press them firmly into that spot, which is your pituitary point. Have someone test your
right-hand O-ring. You will instantly see if it's strong or weak.
If you know the various supplements that are known to fix particular issues, hold a bottle of that supplement or mineral or medicine against your
body, and test. You can even use the bidigital test to see precisely how much of that supplement or medicine you need per day, because you
WILL test weak if you hold, for example, a small glass vial of those supplements with too little or too much. Your body knows better than a million
doctors combined what it needs, and what it is deficient or excessive in. Works every time.
Quick example: You want to take Vitamin C? To start with, most Vitamin C sold in the U.S. is junk. How can you know, by the price? Hardly! So,
just have someone test your baseline strength of thumb & finger, then hold, say, 3 Vit. C capsules against your throat or chest and have them test
your thumb & finger again (Called 'O-ring'). If you still test weak, try 4 capsules, or 5, or 2, for that matter. When you have the precise amount that
YOUR body individually needs, you will test strong. Use too much or too little, and you will test weak.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------So, that's it for your first lesson. Hope it's no less than exciting to you, because you get to do for yourself and your loved ones what we have done
here, and there is considerably likelihood that books and movies will be made about this fantastic adventure, because those of us who stick to the

rules, and manipulate energy with the right tools, are enjoying very well-documented youthifying, the kind that defies belief. Oh, oh, one more.
HOLD THE QVIAL UNDER EACH EYE FOR 3 to 5 seconds, at least 3 to 5x per day. PLEASE TAKE PHOTOS BEFORE BEGINNING.
If you use the QVials under your eyes for 21 or 22 days in a row, take another set of photos, and then compare the two sets, we believe you will
want to do it every day of your life. Over the course of a year and beyond, you will understand why people are likely to accuse you of having
"work" done, as my own mother accused me of after not seeing me for nearly three years.
This do-it-youtself wrinkle therapy only takes a few seconds per use rather than half-an-hour, and you can do it as many times per day as you
wish. More important, of course, is the group of benefits that result from touching the QVial for at least a fraction of a second to your GV20 point
(highest point on head, lines up with the ear-tops). There is much more than this, which we share most of all with people who are kind enough to
provide us with feedback about their own experiences and experimenting.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hope that's enough for now. When you can measurably alter the energetic patterns of anything on earth, you will understand much more of what
we mean by you becoming an infinitely more powerful person. No belief is needed, just the proof of a one-second test. This is the only one of the
non-equipment tests that passes every double-blind study, unlike muscle-testing techniques of reflexogy, kinesiology, etc. This is a test of the
body's energetic system, not muscles. Do it right, and you VERY rapidly get extremely accurate.

PRY, NOT PULL!!!!
TIP: DO NOT PULL THE FINGERS APART, THAT IS KINESIOLOGY:
Pry the thumb & finger apart. Simply place the palms of your hands against the back of the other person's hands,
then hook your fingers in, as shown as www.QRA.me, and many other QRA sites.
It's that simple, kids routinely learn this in under a minute.
While the comments you can see at www.HappyBuyers.info have likely never been matched by any of 35,000,000+ ebay
sellers, it's easy and fast to learn to do the one-second energy test on food, beverages, pillows, shoes, glasses, and a
thousand other items that will likely surprise the daylights out of you WHEN YOU DO THE TEST. Have someone test your
O-ring, and then hold your pillow against your chest and test again. WHO WANTS TO SLEEP WITH THEIR HEAD AND
FACE AGAINST SOMETHING THAT MAKES THEM TEST WEAK? Just touch the QVial to your pillow, each side, one
second each (or less, actually), and then test again. Same for your shoes, glasses, clothing, bed linens, or anything else
you propose to put into or even near you.

It is not such a great stretch to nominate QVials to be termed the greatest invention of the 20th century, and still, we'd prefer
that you smother words of salesmanship...... with a one second energy test, because proof is better than belief, true enough?
If you are on Facebook, send us an invite, (we are USERNAME: Bidigital), we'll be happy to accept, you'll have access to
further superlative levels and utility of information you are not likely to encounter elsewhere... and all free for your life.
Again, warmest congratulations, and welcome to the family of superchargers, because you're one, too, now. PLEASE learn
and quickly master the test. (Visit www.QRA.me, www.qra.bidigitally.com or any of our dozens of our many QRA or "QRA
expert" websites. It will open countless new
The amount of supercharged rare earth minerals in the FoodBoosters is enough to make every point in your body test
strong when you place the glass vial exactly at your GV20 point. This is the highest point on your head, which lines up with
your ear tops. Just hold the glass vial at GV20 for a single second, and every point in your body will test strong.
Please remember: Since you can divide the QVials into - no kidding - many more (smaller) glass vials, there's no sales
pitch, we'd prefer that YOU get the maximum bang for your buck. Wow! Should be enough to last your lifetime, as the
minerals themselves are expected to remain strong for at least the same 200,000 years it took for the sun to make these
minerals so strong to start with, added to our supercharging process. How cool is the company that doesn't try to sell you
more and more?
Everything great in life, as you know, comes with a catch. The "catch" to dividing the QVials into many smaller containers is
that the containers MUST be glass, and, after you drop and break your first one, it will hopefully be distressing enough to
prevent a repeat. Of course, having enough for many tiny vials should dissolve the distress in a second or two.... as you
may find you experience when using the supercharged minerals at your GV20 point. (Think that's an exaggeration? Next
time you, or perhaps an unruly child, goes off the deep end with anger or stress or fear, place the vial of supercharged
minerals at your GV20 and see how you feel in 30 to 60 seconds.
Did someone say "Greatest invention of the 21st century?"

QVials – The gift of a lifetime to last a lifetime
Permanent energy, like a battery never needing a recharge.
With eight of the most advanced processes, you have QVials.
These processes, combined together, raise polarity for eternity.
QVial minerals have the highest polarity of any known substance.
Use a one-second QRA test to see food, organs, etc., test stronger!
Nothing now known to humankind comes close to what QMinerals do.
More and more benefits of raised polarity are constantly being found.
Raised polarity means giving more energy, animate or inanimate.
Everything that comes close to the QVial tests stronger.
Proof is always louder than any opinions we might offer.
There are numerous ways to test energy levels today.
CRA, or BDORT, QRA, or even simple kinesiology,
or technological devices such as the Brix meter.
One second on top of your head, at GV20,
easily lined up with the tip of your ears.
That’s all it takes for the QVial effect™

Every point in your body, stronger.
Instantly, provably, measurably.
Brain/body points test stronger
Test a plate of food it touches.
Qvial effects are temporary,
approx 30 min. - 30 hours,
longer for the inanimate.
Buy one for everyone,
(everyone you love),
some you just like.

QVial effect™ can

last from 30 minutes to 36 hours. QVial
contents last forever, and never need recharging. QVials do
not treat, heal, or cure, they provide more energy. Use it
every day of your life to experience it yourself.

The QVial effect™ -

Wow yourself/

Another world-changing invention from the Psychology of Longevity helping
people to help themselves, better equpping YOU to help the helpless

We are the only source of Qvials in the world. Do not accept any imitator.

Approximately everyone is ASTOUNDED the first time they use a Qvial and TEST
For the rest of your life, the QVial holds promise to be among your best, most important, perhaps favorite tools.
One hundred of one hundred naysayers have not tested the QVial with the simplest bidigital test (BDORT or QRA).
Get your instant proof that the QVial instantly, temporarily strengthens every organ, gland, and tissue in your body.
The QVial even adds strength, immediately measurable, to all measurable functions within all mammalian systems.
This works one hundred percent of the time for one hundred percent of all humans, and all mammals, for that matter.
The QVial contains ingredients that cannot be electrically encoded or embedded, one of few such anywhere on earth.
The QVial effectively resets your electrical biofield, and you must move past people who laugh at your electrical biofield.
There is more energy running around your hundreds of thousands of feet of body wiring, and injuries mess up the wiring.
Most accurately, it is less the injury that causes so much havoc and damage than the metabolites left behind by the injury.
Every injury and trauma, even air-bag deployments, leave metabolites behind, as does every process in every living thing.
The metabolites mechanically interfere with the body's communication wiring. That causes reflexes to organs and glands.
How fascinating that the bidigital assessments perfectly match the organs and glands as identified thousands of years ago.
The only known way to safely, exogenously, remove the toxic metabolites is through mudpacking, when the liquid is correct.

Purified water is recommended, or liquid chlorella, or PRL’s Aloe Detox (Aloe vera + unheated honey)
Until you learn to do easy mudpacks with whichever liquid you use, the QVial acts as a temporary mudpack, clearing channels.
For at least a few hours, all of your organs, glands, tissues, and functions test stronger, so your nutrition is more bioavailable.
As well, energy blockages from metabolites at injury sites get cleared. This can often produce spectacular results.
EVERY injury leaves metabolites behind, blocking energy flow, causing issues MD’s are unlikely to trace back to.
Mudpacks (www.Mudpacking.com) are done at home, using muds or clays available all around the world.
We believe that everyone urgently needs a Qvial to fight back against the relentless onslaught the body suffers today.
Nothing we know on earth is as effective as this unique blend of natural paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials.
Also blended in are natural mineral crystals proven to add in piezo-electric benefit to the magnetite sand, etc.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Qvials and Modern-Day SuperCharging
Solar energy, so fantastically condensed in a glass vial of minerals, strengthening whatever it touches.
With many ways of testing energy today, every single method has one uniform result with a QVial touch.
Supercharging such as the world has never known, and will be able to use for thousands of years to come.
If we claim that it has the highest and healthiest polarity of any substance on earth, there will be gainsayers.
If we claim it can treat, or heal even better than the million-year-old substance it is comprised of, persecution.
If we even tell you in detail precisely what it does to strengthen and help nutrify the body, again, prosecution.
QVials DO NOT TREAT, HEAL, CURE - THEY ADD ENERGY VIA BASIC CONTACT So, no medical claims.
This is a vial of diamagnetic and paramagnetic minerals, and other organic materials. The contents have been
blended with specific proportions and subjected to multiple proprietary technologies. Nothing in the world can
affect you as these sturdy vials do, with what amounts to supercharged properties. Everything on earth has
molecules that spin. Left-spin weakens any mammal, right spin gives high energy. Qminerals have over a million
days of sunshine subjected to the highest spin, right-polarity ever achieved. EVERYTHING ON THE PLANET THAT
TOUCHES A QVIAL INSTANTLY TESTS ENERGETICALLY STRONGER. Organs, glands, tissues, functions, also
food, beverages, clothes: everything temporarily tests stronger!
Every brain point, stronger in a single second. When held several seconds, the effect can last many hours.
When you hold the vial on any point in the body bidigitally testing weak, it strengthens the area immediately.
Better yet, all other points on that point's bioelectric meridian will also test strong. It proves instantly, every time.
The bidigital test is the simple one-second test Dr. Omura patented as BDORT and Marshall/Forbes expanded to QRA.
David Cohen brought the best of their ideas into even more immediately-effective success by the repetition of Cohenology.
Cohenology entails replacing incomplete or erroneous portions of the best thinking on earth, and using many of them at once.
Cohenology is a combined use of several proven approaches simultaneously. He has successfully used it many thousands of times.
The bidigital test is easy enough for everyone to learn, to use for the rest of your life to test food, clothes, and a thousand other things.
The one catch to the bidigital test proving accurate every time is that the person testing must have their brain points proving to test strong.

QVials make all brain points temporarily strong, and all points connected to them, just from holding it on top of the head
Every body point tests stronger, using Dr. Omura's BDORT, or its derivatives, such as QRA from Marshall and Forbes, or Cohenology's Master I.P.
Where Dr. Omura crafted medical applications for BDORT, and Marshall interference fields with QRA, Cohen found Master Interference Points.
Master Interference Points are small spots on the body proving to test weak, which, when balanced, suspend ALL other interference fields.
Cohen went on to craft "supercharging," by applying multiple technologies consecutively, resulting in the highest polarity ever obtained.
EVERYTHING that has gone through the supercharging processes, so far, have proven stronger, and with qualities that will last forever.
Lasers, where the irradiating energy normally overwhelms the benefit of facial and other lasers, demagnetize when supercharged.
Not demagnitizing of a ruined computer disk, the demagnetizing of the magnetic embeds polluting your body from electricity.
You do not need to believe the Psychology of Longevity, or any other source. Learn to do the bidigital test with a friend.
Test your thyroid to see. Better yet, touch a wall of your home or office or class while someone else tests your o-ring.
Now, wave Dr. Cohen's supercharged cold laser light at the wall, and test again. Everyone is amazed, every time.
Now, with QVials, the genius of David Cohen comes through yet again, as it has with so many of his innovations.
QVials change the game, which is why we present Qvials to be perhaps the gift of a lifetime, to last a lifetime.
We believe that every human on earth needs a QVial. That is the reason they sell for dozens, not hundreds
We believe that you instantaneously make better decisions when your brain points are strong. Still, it's not a claim. We
provide a 90-day, NO QUESTIONS ASKED absolute guarantee of satisfaction or we take back the QVial for a refund.
Although we can charge profitably for shipping, we do not. That's why the refund is a complete refund. No "hidden" fees.
We can certainly charge a ten percent restocking fee. We do not like hidden charges, so there are no "restocking" fees to pay. We
can charge for handling. Like most people, we do not like hidden charges. So, we decided there would be no handling charge. We

Believe That Every Human Needs Or Can Directly Benefit From, Using A SuperCharged QVial
A third of our profits make a beeline to feed starving animals and humans, sometimes in that order, so this is not about garnering money.
We believe that the all-natural, supercharged QVial is among the very greatest of all human inventions, that every one of us needs a QVial.
So, despite a value of several hundred dollars, we keep working to bring the price down even lower, so everyone can have their own Qvials.
Shapetalk is brought to you by MisterShortcut, via the Psychology of Shortcuts and Psychology of Longevity,
helping you to help yourself, naturally, with the best, most effective shortcuts of masters and millionaires.

When you imitate the actions, the attitudes, the words, and the questions of masters & millionaires, you tend to repeatedly imitate their results.
Unless and until you shatter world records, ala MisterShortcut and all who embrace the Psychology of Shortcuts with the fullest enthusiasm,
the wisest, fastest possible course to accelerated success available to us is imitation of those who repeatedly do it better than you.
This is the core of the Psychology of Shortcuts, it is the foundation of the Psychology of Longevity, proven by those who do more.
Air, water, air-dried sea salt, bulk, probiotics. Take all five every day, and watch 80% of all health issues rapidly remediate.
These are not empty-headed shortcuts. These are master secrets of the universe, proven by masters and millionaires.
If you do not get facts from the horse's mouth, maybe you spend too much time at the wrong end of the horse.
Identify precisely what you want, and by what date. Identify 10 or 100 people doing it at world-class.
Imitate those people. Do not hesitate to ask each and every one to be your mentor for one day.
Ask enough people enough times, and you will ALWAYS end up with more than most of us

.
QVials, along with the world's first supercharged cold lasers, even the j233 megaphotons, are innovations of MisterShortcut, for YOU.
Why should the one person who put separate technologies together take all the glory and the credit? Steve Jobs did. He died young.
These tools of energy and remediation need to be distributed to the world. Sadly, these tools are easily worth trillions of dollars,
thereby multiplying difficulty in inspiring and encouraging humankind to look out for the good of the many, not only self.
Still, these 200,000,000 precious seconds invested into the Psychology of Shortcuts and Psychology of Longevity,
and all the power they convey, are well-invested in YOU, because three of every one thousand do rise up,
way up to the highest levels of human achievement and service, ala Ghandi, Joan of Arc, et alia.
If you think you are here by a coincidence, you will do well to learn of cause and effect.
Continue mired in mediocrity as you are, or recognize the power of your today.
Use QVials at least dozens of times per day. Enjoy the energy enhancements.
Take a memory test today, use QVial for 100 days, and test again. Wow!
That’s not a medical claim, it’s an evidence-based suggestion to you.
Continually imitate the best until we find you up in their ranks.
THEN innovate with your own experience and wisdom.
Live YOUR Psychology of Shortcuts
and Psychology of Longevity

To be perfectly clear about QVials, eviscerating any nonsense about claims made:
The first claim is that everything on earth will test strong when touched by a QVial.
Yes, there are further claims: Nothing on earth can resist or exhaust its power.
Third, every organ and gland, every food and drink, instantly tests stronger.
Animals do not know from placebos. Put the QVial on pain point, and see.
There is no possibility of harm, nor of using the QVial too many times.
QVials are the gift of our lifetime, to last a lifetime and far beyond it.
QVials are a toolset you leave behind to your favorite grandchild.
1) Qvials prove 100% true 100% of the time, provable by learning to do a one-second bidigital test: QRA.
2) Qvials do not treat, heal, or cure anything, and still, it is among the most fantastic things you have ever seen.
3) Qvials are literally supercharged versions of the QCI vial, introduced by the uber-brilliant Dr. Marshall and Dr. Forbes.
4) Qvials instantly reset your body's electrical system. EVERY naysayer has not been tested, or has cause to lie to you.
5) Qvial temporarily strengthens every gland, organ, tissue, associated function, strengthens any inanimate object
6) Qvials cannot heal, treat, or cure anything. It can only provide enormous help for your body to repair itself.

7) Qvials DO perform the same exact function, on a temporary basis, as doing a proper mudpack does.

Qvials are among the few things on earth incapable of being embedded with electrical pollution. We
can see that it will continue to perform its empowering functions many millennia after your time. We
do not merely believe that the QVial is among the greatest inventions of all time: We are proving it!
With QVials, for the rest of your life, you will energize EVERYTHING you ever eat, drink or have near you. You
never recharge, renew or upgrade or service your QVial. If you break it, put the minerals in a glass vial. Just to
be clear: Using any accurate method of testing, including BDORT, QRA, CRA, even basic kinesiology,
EVERYTHING you see, including your organs and glands, immediately test stronger when touched by a Qvial.
It cannot be denied that this is among the biggest and best health advances in the recorded history of humanity.
Surely quite more so than any other energy device ever designed, you get immediately powerful, undeniable proof!
With a fast "Before" and "After" test, which even children can learn in under a minute, you get undeniable proof.
Put one QVial at your GV20 point for a 1/50th of a second and hold your right thumb and ring finger in an "O." Have
a friend gently pry open the "O" as you resist. Notice how gently or firmly they have to pull to open it.
You are halfway there: It's not a contest, just an assessment of whether your fingers part easily or not.
NOT A STRENGTH CONTEST - How much does it take to gently pull your fingers apart? Have
someone gently pull your fingers apart while you are pointing to what you want to test.
You want to test pituitary point? Right above and between the eyebrows. Just press firmly there.
Now, they pry the O-Ring you're making on your other hand, to see if it opens easily or not. That's it.
Do you understand? That's it. You now know if your pituitary is testing energetically weak, or strong.
There are 365 universally-accepted points in the body that allow YOU to do instant test of any organ.
EVERY gland in your body has a long-accepted point that directly reports the energy of that gland.
You can now, in the peace and quiet and freedom of your home, test any part of the body at all.
One of several proofs? Just put the QVial at your GV20 for 1/50th of a second after a weak test.
If you have no QVial, use the image at J233.com. Yes, we successfully supercharge images!
100 of 100x times, that body point will always test temporarily stronger, 30 to 500+ minutes.
It gets better. Pick up an item and hold it against your body and have friend test O-Ring.
If your fingers are easily pried open no matter how hard you resist, item weakens you.
If you can keep your O-Ring closed with the same gentle pry, item strengthens you.
Touch the QVial to the item for five seconds, then do the same exact test again.
You are expected to crack up laughing when you see it, because QVials work.
EVERYTHING you can touch with the QVial will make it quickly test stronger.
Draw your own conclusions on wound-healing, digestion, bioavailability.
By the time the inventor of the QVial had used it 20x per day for 1,000 days, the
inventor routinely began reciting thousands of digits of Pi at great speeds, some
five to ten times faster than any of the world's identified Pi-reciting champs.

To today, no one else has been known to recite dozens of Fibonacci sequence terms. Visit,
for example, www.5527939700884757.com, and www.354224848179261915075.com, and
begin to understand that there are a myriad of ways to continually develop your brain.
Using EFA or any other good oils that clean INEVITABLE beta amyloid plaque from your brain, doing
any brain exercise that you like, and perhaps using the impressively brain-tuning BioTuner, and there
is no doubt that YOUR I.Q. can also be expanded by dozens of points in that many months.
QRA is simply too critical, too valuable, and profitable a tool, and absolutely free to you, to pass up on.
If you grasp by now even 1/100th of the breadth of what the Psychology of Longevityconsistently delivers,
then you must embrace QRA as a life-changing, life-promoting set of tools that you will always carry with you.

The more we learn, the wiser our decisions tend to be.
This is a master secret of the universe. Use it as such.
It costs you no money to learn how to do QRA testing.
Shh. Less talking, more doing, your mastery expands.
QRA testing is so simple that a YOUNG CHILD can be an at-home and portable QRA tester.

These instructions work for thousands of items you can test.

Quick body test using the same hand as you make an O-Ring with
That means thumb and ring finger touch, creating a ring.
First two fingers of the other hand touch opposite palm.
It is very rare for a person to test fully strong (before QVial), just as it is rare to find anyone whose liver tests strong.
Then, just hold one of the wonderful Qvials at your GV20 point, which is the highest point on your head, for seconds.
Two or three seconds is quite more than enough to prove with QRA, and still, 20 or 30 seconds is seriously great.
Have that person test again. THAT'S what Qvials do, and it carries a significant influence on your system.
Dr. Marshall and Dr. Forbes have introduced so many new and old - almost universally magnificent - alterations.
Embrace these simple changes, such as getting plenty of air-dried sea salt every day of your life, it's vital, and no less.
If not for Dr. Marshall calling for this year after year on his healthline Radio broadcasts, who would sound his brilliant alarms?
When Dr. Forbes multiplies the already awe-inspiring influence of a painstakingly-crafted pyramid, will medical science applaud?
It appears that the 25 richest humans alive today do not think that vastu is funny, or to be underestimated in its influence of prosperity.
Twenty-five of twenty-five enjoy homes with great vastu, which is as easily manipulated as the color of the ceiling paint in most homes.
Every organ and gland in your body has a specific, identified electrical point. You can assay the strength of each with quantum reflex.

The Psychology of LongevityURGES you to learn how to perform the energy test on your loved ones, food, beverages: EVERYTHING
You can also learn how to do QRA remotely, with exquisite accuracy, with QRA training and a

QVial of supercharged minerals.

Learn this with a friend or loved one, or visit with a trained QRA practitioner. Experience teaches us best.
From your first QRA testing, QRA practitioners give double the satisfaction and double the satisfaction.
The Quantum Reflex Analysis (QRA) principles enumerated in detail by Dr. Marshall and Linda Forbes
PROVES the strength or weakness of any gland, tissue, organ, or even most functions of the body.

Of course there are people who tell you what they believe or do not believe.
Without exception, they act as stupid people do, rather than using science.
All honest scientists work at NOT operating by the subjective portions of their beliefs, preferring only empirical evidence.
Quantum Reflex Analysis proves correct every time it is applied correctly, also proven many tens of thousands of times,
while requiring no doctoral degree in rocket science to be properly trained in. QRA practitioners have instant proof. When
you consider how many of Dr. Marshall's most controversial statements alone have proven perfectly true,
it is nigh time to consider these two brilliant people for nobels: Q-Soft lasers, QCI, QRA, and so much more.
Fifty billion dollars of antacids sold per year, and there is no such thing as mammalian antacid deficiency.
Dr. Marshall's proof of Fritz-Popp's discoveries now run into the dozens-plus, oft-multiplied by Dr. Forbes.
Dr. Marshall and Dr. Forbes realized that the ingredients of the QCI vial resets human electrical biofield.
Dr. Cohen's team, studying dozens of the world's most brilliant thinkers-doers, invented super-charging.
It is no more, and no less complicated than that. Brilliant results from the unceasing study of masters.

Qvials and Modern-Day SuperCharging
Supercharging such as the world has never known, and will be able to use for thousands of years to come.
If we claim that it has the highest and healthiest polarity of any substance on earth, there will be gainsayers.
If we claim it can treat, or heal even better than the million-year-old substance it is comprised of, prosecution.
If we even tell you in detail precisely what it does to strengthen and help nutrify the body, again, prosecution.

QVials DO NOT TREAT, HEAL, OR CURE - QVIALS BALANCE BRAIN & BODY POINTS
So, there are no claims. This is a vial of diamagnetic and paramagnetic minerals, and other organic materials.
The contents have been blended with specific proportions and subjected to multiple proprietary technologies.
Nothing in the world can affect you as these sturdy vials do, with what amounts to supercharged properties.
We can supercharge to provably great effect in a single minute: QVials are supercharged for 100 minutes.
Every brain point, stronger in a single second. When held several seconds, the effect can last many hours.
When you hold the vial on any point in the body bidigitally testing weak, it strengthens the area immediately.
Better yet, all other points on that point's bioelectric meridian will also test strong. It proves instantly, every time.
The bidigital test is the simple one-second test Dr. Omura patented as BDORT and Marshall/Forbes expanded to QRA.
The bidigital test is easy enough for everyone to learn, to use for the rest of your life to test food, clothes, and a thousand other things.
The one catch to the bidigital test proving accurate every time is that the person testing must have their brain points proving to test strong.

QVials make all brain points temporarily strong, and all points connected to them, just from holding it on top of the head
EVERYTHING that has gone through the supercharging processes, so far, have proven stronger, and with qualities that will last forever.
Lasers, where the irradiating energy normally overwhelms the benefit of facial and other lasers, demagnetize when supercharged.
Not demagnitizing of a ruined computer disk, the demagnetizing of the magnetic embeds polluting your body from electricity.
You do not need to believe the Psychology of Longevity, or any other source. Learn to do the bidigital test with a friend.
Test your thyroid to see. Better yet, touch a wall of your home or office or class while someone else tests your o-ring.
Now, wave the Gen III supercharged cold laser light at the same wall, and test again. Everyone is amazed, every time.
Now, with QVials, the gifts of MisterShortcut comes through yet again, as it has with so many of his innovations.
QVials change the game, which is why we present Qvials to be perhaps the gift of a lifetime, to last a lifetime.

